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Friday 9
th
 September 2005 

After a Glentanar lunch we set out  down the N11 in Michael’s car.  The rain varied between drizzle and 
torrent, and most of the way we drove through cloud.  I jumped out in Gorey’s perpetual traffic jam, nipped 
into a Vodafone shop, topped up my credit and put myself on their ‘passport’ scheme for cheaper calls 
home. 

We shopped around for petrol; prices were suddenly inflated by Hurricane Katrina closing down refineries 
in the US. 

We reached Shanagarry at six and took down the bikes.  Once again I was pleasantly amazed to see the 
contents of my large plastic bags fit into the panniers and the little black backpack that holds all my 
valuables and immediate needs on these trips.  I even repacked the extra shirts and underwear that I had 
taken out, thinking I had too much.  I had contemplated leaving them at Lana’s with the car. 

Lana and Bertie gave us a slap-up dinner with all the works.  We rang a few B&Bs and booked in with 
Anna, who had been to primary school with Bertie, at ‘Sunville’ a few miles down the road.  We left around 
nine, when it was quite dark and starting to rain again, and we left Bertie the job of moving the car over to 
Elizabeth’s across the road in the morning. 

My new lightweight Assos rain top proved its worth. We arrived at Anna’s well soaked but well launched on 
our journey: it’s amazing how clean an umbilical cut it is to travel just a few miles with only what your bike 
will carry. 

Saturday 10
th
 September 

Our room was very comfortable except for the sloping wall under the roof that got you on the head any time 
you moved towards your bed or the loo.  We woke at seven, showered and set ourselves up, and went down 
to breakfast at eight.  The other guests were an American couple delivering the wife to a Ballymaloe 
cookery course.  We assured them she was in good hands. 

At nine we set out for Ringaskiddy by the back roads.  The morning was overcast but dry; our hats hung on 
the handlebars to dry out.  As we passed by Fota estate we noted the motto on the gates: Boutez en Avant 
(push on forward).  Michael told me about the scheme Bobby’s father, Dick O’Connor, had championed, to 
site Ireland’s first major airport at Fota.  Shannon had won out, no doubt for political reasons—Dev was 
from Limerick and a TD for Clare, after all. 

We took the ferry across the river, very prompt and quick.  The guy taking the fares from cars said it was ‘a 
tenner for low-riders’, but he was only messing—bikes weren’t charged at all.  On the other side it was time 
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for a second ten-mile pause, so we booted ahead to the Bosun bar for a pint.  They were not officially due to 
open for another half-hour, at noon, but seeing some customers inside we pushed the door which yielded 
sweetly and we were revived with pints and the sudokus in the newspapers lying about. 

The place was so welcoming and comfortable that we 
stayed for a very hearty lunch.  Irish pub food: meat and 
two veg and three kinds of spuds.  Catching the eye, in a 
glass case built into a gap in an internal wall, was a large 
silver trophy in the shape of a square-rigged ship, 
incongruously perched on four wheels: the Leander 
Trophy, presented to the Cork Regatta in 1904 by the 
Leander Rowing Club of Henley on Thames. 

Around three we moved on the last few miles to the ferry, 
past Pfizerland on the left.  We queued up to board along 
with assorted cyclists and motorbikers including a Breton 
group on 50cc mobylettes, a Limerick-registered 1970s 
Harley Davidson, and a Spanish Honda Gold Wing with a 
side car.  The side car held two small children, and the bike 
carried both parents.  As we took stock of our fellow 
travellers, David and Hilary Sweetman appeared from their 
car; they were on their way to stock up with wine in 
Bordeaux. 

We let ourselves into our cabin and were momentarily 
taken aback to find only one bunk.  Nobbling a crew 
member we learned that the top bunk was to be pulled 
down; we hadn’t noticed such a thing, but there it was, 
cunningly concealed in the ceiling, and down it unfolded, 
all made up and ready.  We went on deck to watch our 
departure, curving around alongside Cobh and taking an 
hour to reach the open sea.  We made final farewells by 

phone and text.  The sea was calm with a gentle following breeze and the sky was clear again. 

Once clear of the land we booked a table for dinner, shopped for the Times Sudoku Book No. 2, and went to 
our cabin for a ‘rest’.  At 8.30 we woke and/or abandoned our fiendish sudokus and went along to the dining 
room where a pleasant French waiter took our orders: two lambs and a bottle of Brouilly.  We got chatting to 
a woman travelling on her own; she is driving from Roscoff to the south of Spain where she is going to live, 
having returned to her native Ireland after a long stint in South Africa, and then given up on her native 
weather.  She has a Dobermann and a setter in her car; she had bought them a duvet which the Dobermann 
turned into a snow scene.  So playful; not at all vicious, she assured us.  Outside the restaurant the Breton 
mobylette crowd were rousing the other passengers with rowdy folk singing; as we passed a few Gaels were 
retaliating with The Wild Rover and The Ould Triangle. 

Sunday 11th September 

Our bedside radio came on at five to wake us for disembarkation at six.  To prevent us lying in and listening, 
they repeated the same mildly irritating folksy tune over and over.  We showered and packed and went down 
to untie our bikes.  We cycled off the ship and up a hill towards the town of Roscoff, but rather than waste 
time we turned left and came straight back in to check in for the next leg of the trip.  Near the waiting place 
for the bikes we spotted a café and went in for a coffee and croissant.  
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Waiting to board we talked to two English 
Harley-Davidson riders, de facto members 
of a world-wide club.  Once on board we 
went up to see the landscape we were 
leaving.  A few sailing boats were already 
out in the harbour.  We remembered the 
look of the place from our earlier trip, with 
the little islands in the bay.  

We went to a roomy cafeteria on board for 
some cooked breakfast and fiendish 
sudoku which kept us busy for most of the 
four-hour crossing.  Then Michael bought 
a half-litre of wine, I took a photo of us 
(managing to erase the photos I had 
already taken of us at Lana’s house) and 
we discussed a bit of Plato.  For light 
reading I had brought the Encyclopaedia of Western Philosophy, which Michael took to keenly. 

At 13.15 we arrived in Plymouth.  Many sailing boats were out in the offing, just out of the way of us 
steaming enormously past.  There was a race of small dinghies going on, they came smartly round their buoy 
and blossomed suddenly into coloured spinnakers.  Michael felt an urge to applaud the ship’s skipper, who 
brought us in immaculately alongside the quay. 

Disembarking we had to show our passports again (they 
were examined leaving, but not arriving at, Roscoff) and 
we turned around to pick up our next-leg tickets from the 
check-in booth.  We had an hour and a bit for lunch, so we 
cycled up into the town of Plymouth and stopped at the 
first promising pub, with a sitting-out triangle beside the 
West Hoe road, looking across at the Duke of Cornwall 
Hotel.  An essential condition for us was that they would 
take Visa cards, which they happily did so long as we spent 
£10.  We had a hearty fish and chips with pints of Speckled 
Hen, and talked to three motorbikers also going on the 
ferry. 

We sailed again at four, and this time we had a four-berth 
cabin with a large porthole.  Michael washed some clothes 
while I queued up to get an early table for dinner.  The 
queue was long but we got in for a 6.45 sitting.  I tried to 
do another sudoku but found myself falling asleep over it, 
and succumbed to the snooze imperative.  At the appointed 
time we took our seats and had another grand bouffe.  We 
were seated near the white Yamaha this time, but the 
pianist wasn’t in the same league as last night’s; he read 
through a dose of stuff, reducing Stars Fell on Alabama to 

bathos, but mercifully knocked off before an hour was up. 

Monday 12
th
 September 

We woke to a bright dawn outside our porthole.  A small continental breakfast was enough, in the café right 
up in the bows, where we watched the land looming up in picturesque apparition. 

As we prepared to disembark we talked to a few other cyclists, one from Cork originally but with a well-
overlaid accent from forty years in London.  He recommended going by San Vicente de la Barquera.  
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Another chap from England accompanied us to the Tourist Information Bureau in Santander where we got 
some local maps and found out where to buy Michelin maps of the various regions we had in mind.  Michael 
bought the maps while I watched the bikes and deleted old messages from my phone.  We moved up into the 
old town centre, near the market building, to have some lunch: an excellent dish of gambas al ajillo with a 
bottle of local red wine. 

We moved up the hill onto the ridge the town is built on, to get onto the R611 westwards, in the direction of 
San Vicente.  At one point we found ourselves north of the motorway when we wanted to be south, but a 
helpful road construction worker pulled up in his car and helped us out.  I have never felt more celebrated!  
We had waves and cheers from people in cars and on the streets, and one guy took my photo on his phone, 
out through his window as he drove past.  In one suburb a group of teenage boys cycled alongside doing 
celebratory wheelies and asking Michael how much his bike cost (four hundred dollars). 

After eight miles we had our hour-break and stopped in a café for coffee, water and a pore over the maps.  
Michael came up with a scheme to avoid Santiago da Compostela, and instead approach Porto from the 
Douro valley.  It’ll mean a few days climbing, but we can pace it as we want. 

As we got further out in the country we caught the flavour of the area: poor land (wouldn’t feed a snipe, 
Uncle Jack would have said) with sudden Renaissance gateways, and a mixture of seediness with energetic 
activity.  A woman came up from a side road driving a horse and cart, of a kind I haven’t seen in Ireland 
since the 1960s, and a man passed and entered a field on an Ivan Illich-style three-wheeled motor-donkey. 

 

Shortly before six we arrived in Santillana del Mar where we tried two hotels before we found one open.  
We checked in to a very pleasant room and Michael read the London Review of Books (with a review of a 
tempting book by Steve Rice) while I pushed my sudoku sullenly forward to its solution.  At eight we went 
into the town for dinner in an unpretentious restaurant.  The town is a tourist attraction, all renaissance 
buildings and cobbled streets, with plenty of touristy souvenir shops; but the prices are keen and the things 
on sale are really nice (I bought a leather valuables-bag for €5).  The tourists that come are all apparently 
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Spanish.  After dinner we wrote some postcards and walked down to see the Romanesque cathedral. We also 
took note of the Tourist Information 
Office, resolving to visit it at 9 am.  
We bought chocolate and tinned 
olives and came home to watch 
Spanish Come Dancing on TV 
before crashing out, well before 
eleven. 

Tuesday 13
th
 September 

Michael woke me just before eight 
and we went down to an indifferent 
continental breakfast which was 
charged as extra on the bill, 
bringing it above a hundred euros.  
I’m sure we will do better than that.  
We went to the Tourist Information 
office where the girl told us that 
there would be no shortage of 
places to stay up the mountains, but 
to watch out because the 15th will be 
a holiday. 

On the road at half past nine, we 
made good progress and reached 
San Vicente de la Barquera by 
twelve.  We asked in a few 
restaurants but none would offer us 
anything before one o’clock; so we 
did some supermarket shopping and 
got stamps from the post office 
across the bridge, seeing a lot of this 
pleasant seaside resort town on the 
way.  It may have been of military 
consequence once, since it has a 

large castle on the hill.  At one o’clock we returned loyally to the first restaurant we’d asked at, and had a 
terrific bean-and-prawn soup followed by a less than terrific fillet of hake.  The wine was fine and the price 
was nice so we weren’t complaining. 

We posted a few cards on the way out, and headed for the mountains.  Following the river made for a 
gradual climb, though it began with a few ups and downs where the road left the river.  It is a new road, with 
enormous cuttings blasted out of the rocks, so the bumps were greatly reduced; but in any case as we crossed 
the border into Asturias we rejoined the river and stayed with it, a very manageable climb.  The mountains 
ahead, the Picos de Europa, were mighty impressive, and soon we were surrounded by nearly purpledicular 
crags.  By five we arrived in the village of La Hermanida, where the girl in the San Vicente tourist office 
had said there would be plenty of places to stay, and indeed the second place we tried had vacancies and we 
were given a lovely room looking out over a tributary stream to our river.  I washed my trousers and did 
another fiendish Times sudoku: no. 80, not too challenging; I finished it before dinner.  Michael warned me 
that no. 81 is a stinker. 

A different girl was on duty for dinner, not the one that signed us in; she produced lavish helpings of 
smoked ham on melon and some local wine, and went into the kitchen to cook our veal and chips.  She is not 
Spanish but Rumanian; she has been here for three months in which time she has learnt enough Spanish to 
be left in charge. 
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Liverpool playing football on TV.  Time for number 81. 

Wednesday 14
th
 September 

Michael woke me at eight though I 
would have gladly woken sooner.  I 
had gone to sleep around ten and had 
woken during the night to think to 
myself.  We had a more varied and 
tasty breakfast, then paid up and left 
by 9.20.  The day was a little cloudy 
at first, but soon became clear and 
sunny.  The crags all round were most 
impressive.  At Potes we bought 
bread, posted cards, and found out 
about possibilities for where to stay 
tonight.  Apparently the festival 
(which had just begun, with some 
noisy fireworks) is a local one, and 
won’t affect things beyond the Puerto 
de San Glorio. 

Shortly after noon we left Potes for 
the long slog up to the that famous 
puerto or pass.  We stopped at the 
side of the road around one and 
slipped into a field beside the river 
for our lunch.  The flies were 
interested in us, but they weren’t the 
biting kind, and as we cooled down 
they lost interest.  We ate the stuff I 
had bought the day before: sardines 
and salami with bread and sweet 
pastries hot from Potes.  There were 
some apple trees in the field, 
dropping windfalls unregarded, so we 
sampled a few apples and they were 

pretty good.  Also pretty good was the 85-cent bottle of wine I had bought in San Vicente: but cycling 
always makes wine (and everything else) taste wonderful. 

At ten to two we moved on.  After Vega as we expected the slopes became steeper, and Michael opted to 
walk quite a lot of the way.  Steeper and steeper it got, and we took long pauses and finished up our bottles 
of water, though not our grapes or figs.  The road climbed steadily, we had great acclaim from passing cars 
and cyclists coming down; in fact I have never been so photographed; one car slowed to my pace to allow a 
chap to take me from various angles, another driver on his own took pictures as he drove by on the wrong 
side of the road.  There were several cyclists flying a Benelux-style tricolor, and two groups of Italians who 
wished us buon viaggio and spoke knowledgably to each other of the ‘re-coom-bente’. The afternoon wore 
on and the pass became more mythical.  The valley was displayed from more panoramic points of view; then 
the turns became more extreme and we saw the road we had travelled dealt out below us, as more macabre 
geological features like dinosaur spines were revealed, sticking out of the hills across the valley. 

Eventually at seven I reached the pass: 1609 metres.  I had waited for Michael to catch up with me at the last 
viewpoint on the northeast side; we had some water and grapes in the shade (the afternoon was quite hot; we 
were glad it wasn’t July) and I took on Michael’s panniers as they make hardly any difference to me cycling, 
but a lot of difference to him pushing.  When I reached the puerto I estimated that there would be enough 
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time to buzz on up to the really truly last viewing point on the north side, an extra 2.2km, some of which 
was so steep I had to walk.  I was rewarded with views of a round-topped shelter, a herd of cows, and a 
different distant mountain range.  Freewheeling down was pleasantly cool and as I got back to the pass 
Michael arrived.  We put on our windproof tops, Michael put on his heavy sweater too, and we zoomed 
down the other side until we reached the first village.  One of the first houses was a hotel so we checked in 
without thinking twice; it turned out to be the only show in town so we had dinner there too, a rather solid 
tuna in a pleasant onion-tomato-pepper sauce; but the starters were good and the wine (Marques de Caceres) 
excellent, at least to our favourably biased cycling palates.  Vodafone had no coverage but Movistar did, so I 
was able to send a progress report home by text. 

Thursday 15
th
 September 

Once again we woke around eight; this seems to be the pattern.  A rather good breakfast redeemed the hotel 
which had seemed too posh for its boots at first sight.  We got our bikes from the garage and filled up our 
water bottles at the town fountain, which I had sampled on a walk the evening before: gorgeous water.  We 
set off at 9.40 and zoomed further down the hill, still in the shadow of the mountains.  I was glad of my long 
trousers and wind-cheating rain top.  In fact we could have done with gloves.  As the morning wore on we 
faced more southerly and the hills got less dominant, so the warmth returned; and by second breakfast an 
hour later we looked out for a shady place to drink water and eat our bread and salami, or rather chorizo. 

 

As the ground levelled out we found ourselves in a narrow but widening plain, with more bare mountains 
ahead.  As we approached, a mass of cloud appeared at their base, which revealed itself as condensation 
from a lake which we first skirted, then crossed by a long bridge at the town of Riana.  The sides of the lake 
were stepped like contours, and there was a visible high-water mark, which led Michael to deduce that we 
were coming to a dam; and indeed we were, a very fine structure too.  We stopped and chatted with some 
workers on the dam, who asked Michael did his bike run on diesel or petrol?  To which he replied ‘vino 
tinto’. 
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Immediately after the dam was a steep descent, nicely 
curved; Michael clocked 40mph going down.  Then the 
road levelled out and the plain became wider and more 
fertile, and finally the mountains were left behind. We 
stopped in a little town to buy lunch-provisions, and 
chatted to an English couple coming the other way. They 
had a trailer, attached to the axle of his bike, carrying their 
tent; they were coming to the end of a two-week tour 
starting and ending at Santander; unlike us they went for as 
many hills as possible. 

We ate our lunch at the side of the river we were now 
following from the dam; the plan is to stay with this river, 
the Esla, as it joins into the Douro, which we will follow to 

Porto.  By now it is already a fine torrent; seeing it spewing out from the dam Michael said “if they extracted 
all the power they could, the water would only be dribbling 
out.” 

The afternoon ride was straight and hot.  I sang plains 
songs to myself: Oklahoma and Don’t Fence Me In.  I also 
started thinking out a ballad of Maoin Cheoil an Chláir. 

At five-thirty we had gone off the first map and not yet 
come onto the second.  We stopped at the first hotel-
restaurant we saw, and it turned out to be spacious and 
unfussy; it had a swimming pool in the back garden but we 
didn’t go that far.  We had a beer and a fizzy water at the 
bar and Michael finished number 81 while I appreciated its 
elusiveness.  I don’t feel compelled to nail it down.  I 
rested a while in our room, sending a few messages home, 
then spent the last while, before the restaurant opened at nine, washing clothes. 

The dinner was more or less table d’hôte and very good too: mero, which is translated in my phrase book as 
‘grouper’—a vertical fish from coral islands, according to Michael.  Not unlike cod. 

Friday 16
th
 September 

The morning TV weather forecast showed a cyclone to the south-west of Spain bringing rain to all areas, 
even this corner, with a wind from the north-east.  Packing up our stuff in watertight plastic bags we set off 
after a frugal breakfast (soon supplemented with bananas pears and chocolate).  There was a slight mist on 
the horizon which gradually became mares-tail clouds during the day, but never a drop of rain.  Even though 
we were mainly on the plain.  So flat that we could see no mountains at all, except for the odd distant view 
off to our right.  The countryside was orderly: odd scrubby bushes but largely corn fields (a short variety of 

maize) with occasional flocks of sheep. One flock was led 
across the road ahead of us, hardy skinny sheep, not the 
little fluff balls we see in Kerry or Wicklow.  They stayed 
close together and showed no tendency to stray despite 
their biblical reputation.  In fact wherever we saw sheep 
feeding in a field they stuck close together in a crowd.  We 
saw and smelt grass being mown; on a bike you smell your 
way as well as seeing it. 

In a small town I photographed an old round tower; once a 
military force, now this is just another sleepy one-street 
town. 

We bought provisions for lunch in another little town; the 
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shop woman gave us a taste of some salami, to show it had sabor despite having no garlic.  She wondered 
were we going to Compostella, though that would have been the other direction.  We must have a pilgrim 
appearance.  We bought cider in a champagne-style bottle, and stopped in a scanty shade by the side of the 
road to sample it with lunch. 

In Mansilla de las Mulas I photographed a church tower; 
all church towers, and even some disused electricity 
pylons, have storks’ nests on them.  A young boy was 
interested in my bike, and said it was muy guapa, without 
apparent irony.  Dear old Bullseye, to me you are indeed 
very beautiful but I’m not sure how your beauty appears to 
others. 

In Toral de los Guzmanes we stopped and visited a Museo 
del Bojito not knowing what it might contain.  It turned out 
to be a collection of regional pottery from all areas of 
Spain—‘La mejor coleccion del mundo’.  All were 
meticulously labelled and dated, mostly stemming from 
the late 1990s, though a few came from as far back as 
1970.  A Pighouse collection, but with adequate funds to 
display and light it. 

This region is the Junta of Castille and Leon.  Since 
entering it yesterday we have seen many roadside signs 
with ‘Castilla’ crossed out and ‘Leon solo’ sprayed on.  
Today we saw a ‘Leon solo’ graffito with a swastika added 
for good measure. The indomitable will to secede. 

Shortly before five o’clock we reached the town of 
Benavento where we decided to bed down, having done over fifty-five miles.  We followed the directions 
for a Parador hotel, but found a wealth of others to choose from, and chose a big two-star hotel called the 
Ria Vega which had a stupendous room and a lovely downstairs accommodation for the bikes.  Michael’s 
front chain ring had started dropping screws, and just as we arrived my mirror fell off in my hand, so we 
asked for directions to a bike shop.  We were directed to one very close by, run by a very helpful mechanic 
who sent a minion off for a mirror and found screws to fit Michael’s chain ring.  We filled our wallets from 
a nearby ATM and gladly paid the bike man    for his improvements.  My old mirror may be redeemable 
with some skilful drilling and screwing, but the new one is a definite improvement, both more panoramic 
and more secure; the old one wobbled about on a flexible stem, making it a matter of brain-circuit juggling 
to extract an image of the road behind. 

I then set off looking for an internet café, and found one in the old town centre, near the Romanesque 
cathedral.  Endless young chaps wanted to buy my bike, or at least have a go.  The café stays open till 
eleven, so although there was no machine free at the moment, I should get through some time tonight … 
indeed I did, at ten o’clock after an outstandingly good meal outdoors in front of the Bar Regional, right 
beside the cathedral.  Michael had a chuleton and I had chuletas—six tiny and extremely tasty lamb chops 
with chips and a trace of salad.  Michael’s was one enormous chop, from one enormous lamb presumably.  
Our waitress was once again Rumanian.  We drank to Leon solo, not knowing until the next morning that 
here they count Zamora as their region, not Castille or Leon at all. 

Saturday 17
th
 September 

Breakfast was coffee and pain au chocolat in the bar, and we were on the road at 9.20.  We left with good 
feelings for Benavente, not just because our bikes were well cared for, but because the town with its tall hill 
topped with the cathedral has a great buzz to it.  There is apparently a castle too but we didn’t get to that.  
The carving around the doors of the cathedral is still sharp and clear; the weather has been kind to it.  We 
discerned definite Irish influence in the carvings of faces, cats and birds with entwined tails. 
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The morning was bright but cool and the sky was blue with puffy white clouds.  The countryside was more 
interesting; not just maize but varied crops (by the end of the day there were a lot of wheat fields, already 
harvested).  At one stage we went through a place where there were sparse but plentiful oak trees.  Another 
flock of sheep crossed our path, the shepherd and his dogs leading them and not bothering to look back to 
see that all the sheep followed.  Later we saw our first herd of goats; we had expected to see more of those.  
There were plantations of other trees too, mostly limes. 

We went for a few hours before stopping for our second 
breakfast.  We had tried to buy stuff in a little town but saw 
no shops at all; we asked a middle-aged couple who 
directed us to the next town, Bretocino, where there 
certainly was a Spar supermercado, but it was shut for 
Saturday.  We decided we had enough provisions anyway.  
Getting out of the town was not too easy though; we 
pedalled around but saw no signs other than two so rusted 
that there remained no trace of what had been written on 
them.  We tried asking a woman the way to Tabara, but she 
professed not to understand what we were asking; she may 
have been deaf.  Trying a likely direction we asked a 
farmer who showed us the way to the road (we were on a 

dirt track) which had a poor surface and went up and down 
many hills, but turned out to have been the road Michael 
had planned to take.  That was our first really bumpy road, 
and we soon had more. 

We went on much quieter roads than before, Michael 
consulting a list of towns he had compiled last night.  Some 
of the roads were brand new and super-smooth, and others 
were old and patched, but you couldn’t predict the quality 
from the map.  We rode abreast as the motor traffic was 
very infrequent. 

We stopped for lunch in a town called Pozuelo de Tabara; a 
bar serving tapas to loud music.  We avoided the tripe but 
had a dish of ‘ternera’, meaning veal, but it could have 

been anything.  The wine and the 
bread were good, and we finished 
off with some ice cream.  A man 
directed us to the next town on the 
list, but when we got there we 
found nobody to ask and no sign to 
follow and ended up on a dead-end 
road to a godforsaken little town 
called San Pedro where people 
obviously lived but they showed no 
sign of being at home.  After we 
had toured around finding no road 
out other than the lumpy article that 
had brought us in, up and down 
over a few switchbacks, a boy 
miraculously appeared.  He looked 
(to our surprise) perfectly normal, 
dressed in track suit bottoms like 
any other boy on the planet.  Soon a 
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car appeared, with a man in it.  He said we’d have to go back to the town we’d just left, and the whole 
detour took an hour, from three to four o’clock. 

Unfortunately the Michelin map doesn’t show contours; what looked on the map like a smooth plain turned 
out to be a series of ridges, none of them a Puerto de San Glorio, but each of them requiring more energy 
than we had needed all the day before.  We constantly expected to see the Esla river which we were to rejoin 
before it poured into the Douro, but we were constantly thwarted by yet more hills.  At least it wasn’t too 
hot; the cloud came and went but there was a pleasant following breeze. 

Eventually we crossed the Esla at 
another dam-lake with signs of the 
water level having been very much 
higher than the present.  Once over 
the bridge we had another massive 
climb with no shade; we gave up 
all thoughts of heading for Miranda 
and decided to look for a hotel or 
posada in Fonfria.  The only sign 
on a house on the main road said 
‘Golden Sex’ but we weren’t in the 
market for that.  I went down into 
the town while Michael consulted 
the map.  I met a chap who said 
there was a hotel four kilometres 
down the road, in the wrong 
direction for Miranda; but we went 
for that, and thee it was, the Lajafriz, in a village just off the road: a big stone building, supported by 
European Leader funds for rural development.  They took us in, gave us a comfortable room, helped us get 
the window open, let us put our bikes in a garage, and told us that dinner began at 9.30.  We rested and 
wrote up.  The full moon began to rise hot and orange behind the farm buildings across the yard, while the 
cows came home dongling their bells. 

Dinner was five kinds of pork, barbecued in my 
case, cooked some other way in Michael’s.  He 
felt his weren’t all pork, but it all went down 
none the less.  Once again the nearest thing to 
fizzy water on offer was something like Seven-
up, but that was welcome too.  On the TV in 
the corner Mallorca were playing Real 
Sociedad, with some Olympic diving thrown in, 
and we watched the end of the match in our 
room, or fell asleep to it. 

Sunday 18
th
 September 

Under way by 9.45; another crisp morning with 
fluffy clouds until noon, after which the sky 
was unbroken blue.  We continued on the main 
road in the direction we were in, abandoning 

Miranda for Bragança.  Being Sunday there was little enough traffic, and very few lorries; anyway the hard 
shoulder was generous, and the going was easy since the road was beautifully surfaced and finely graded.  
The first part of our day’s cycling was gorgeous, through rolling country with enough interest and not too 
much hard work.  We saw some stone walls reminiscent of the west of Ireland, and one collection of small 
fields set out like sheep pens with vertical slates for walls. 
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We stopped at a petrol station for provisions; they had no bread and little enough choice,  but we got a 
microwaveable bean stew with black and white pudding and fatty bacon in it, some valenciennes (cakes) and 
a litre of San Miguel beer.  The checkout girl took a disposable camera off the shelf and used up most of a 
roll on our exotic vehicles, and a local chap had himself photographed sitting on Michael’s bike. 

We stopped a little beyond Alcanices for our second breakfast, on a part of the old road where the corner 
had been cut tighter for the new road.  Hard enough to cross the new road without getting beeped at, since 
although there was little traffic it came on at a lick.  There was a speed limit of 100 marked but some 
motorbikes seemed close to doubling that.  We were shaded by a small thin oak, with more acorns than I had 
ever seen on one tree. 

By one o’clock we had reached the Portuguese border, defined by a river which gave us a long cooling 
descent to reach it, and a long gruelling climb away from it.  There were customs buildings on each side, 
both deserted and falling into ruin. 

On the climb into Portugal the first thing we saw was 
blackened trees and scorched earth.  Somebody on the 
ferry had told us that it was suspected that the recent spate 
of forest fires had been started deliberately.  We wondered 
why someone would want to do that. 

We wanted to reach Bragança in time for lunch so we 
declined the scenic road in favour of the main road we 
were already on, the E82 (known in Spain as the N122 and 
in Portugal as the IP4; E82 is the European number).  It 
upgraded itself fairly soon to something approaching 
motorway, though on only one carriageway.  We hesitated 
before joining the road, at the sign indicating no walkers, 
no mopeds, no animals and no carts; but I insisted that the picture of a 50cc mobylette didn’t cover bicycles, 
and Michael allowed the argument.  We tried stopping a car to ask a native’s opinion but they slowed 
without stopping.  They must have been put off by Michael’s bandit-style sun mask over his nose and 
mouth. 

The road was mercifully direct but unmercifully relentless.  It started with a climb at a steady gradient for 
more than two miles; followed by a similar cooling descent.  There were more climbs and drops, but no 
place to stop and no shade other than the occasional bridge; we did stop at one, just before the last descent to 
Bragança.  Going into the town we eyed up a huge hotel (promisingly called São Lazaro) but decided we 
could make it the extra way into the centre.  A poster boasted a mere 540 years of civic history, and we 
passed the 15th century castle on our way up the steep hill into town.  We located a tourist information 
office, closed but giving the information in the window that it would be open at ten the next morning, and 
that Portuguese time is an hour earlier than Spanish.  That was good news, it meant that it was now two 
thirty and not three thirty, so we continued up into the centre of the city to find lunch.  A café in the central 
square came up trumps with soup, fish or meat with salad and tiny baked potatoes, and generous red wine, 
all for a song.  A residencial around the corner gave us a room and a place for the bikes in the basement bar, 
and we had a well earned siesta.  We sent messages home and Michael phoned Bobby. 

We were so sleepy that we didn’t bother to go out for dinner, but just undressed and slept on till morning. 

Monday 19
th
 September 

We had breakfast in the residencial we were staying in; then I slipped away to buy a Portuguese dictionary.  
I walked up the main street and asked in a newsagents’ where the lady said to go down the town.  I found the 
music school, and a bookshop just opposite, with an English-Portuguese dictionary in the window; but the 
sign said they wouldn’t open for another half hour, at nine o’clock.  As I stood there a man came and 
unlocked the door, and he sold me the dictionary; I only found out that it didn’t have a Portuguese-English 
part as I walked back to the residencial.  We retrieved our bikes from the cellar bar and paid our bill; two 
girls of twenty-something in the bar were fascinated by our bikes and one of them had a bit of German so we 
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had a little discussion about which was better and so on. I paid the bill for the room and breakfast, and 
retrieved my passport which the owner had kept overnight.  As we set off down the street Michael found his 
front tyre was flat, so we pulled into a covered passage between streets to investigate.  It turned out not to be 
a puncture, perhaps the valve acting up; as Michael replaced it I changed the one-way dictionary for a much 
smaller, and  cheaper, two-way German-Portuguese dictionary.  Be confused in two languages at once, why 
not?  That’s apparently how the Portuguese scholars José da Fonseca and Pedro Carolino wrote English As 
She Is Spoke. 

With all that we were no longer early starting out; and we didn’t know which road brought us out of the city 
in the direction we wanted.  We passed by the library and asked there; someone was found who had a little 
English, and he explained the way, though we felt that none of the people we asked were in the habit of 
directing foreigners.  We got that impression from their combination of not guessing the question we needed 
an answer to, and not giving information that would be of use; they tried to tell us the way to the next town 
when we needed to know the way out of this one.  They told us we couldn’t cycle on the IP4 (we didn’t want 
to anyway; yesterday was efficient but uninteresting) and reminded us that we needed to wear reflective 
gear; so I put on my maillot jaune and Michael put on his road-mender’s top. 

We combined what we understood of the directions with a bit of informed guesswork (going by the sun) and 
found ourselves on the N15 as desired.  We passed through the industrial end of town and passed shops 
where we could have bought cars or fridges, but no food shops; so we stopped at a petrol station and bought 
what they had: crusty white bread and red wine. 

We followed the N15 down and then up, mainly westerly; a chap photographed us on his phone and then 
pursued us in a friend’s car so that they both could photograph us again further out of town.  They stopped 
for a chat and the first guy recommended Sagres black beer, as something approaching Guinness. 

The N15 followed the IP4 fairly 
closely, only with more ups and 
downs, and also with trees for us to 
shelter under and take breaks for 
such things as second breakfast. 

By two we were close to Maceda 
and spied a restaurant where we 
were given excellent soup and stew, 
with lots of oven-roasted potatoes, 
and fruit salad and flan and good 
coffee, and of course vinho tinto.  
Our map misled us into crossing the 
IP4 at that point, which brought us 
to a dead-end town where a 
backwoodsman straight from 
Deliverance was having a stand-up 
argument with (presumably) his 
wife.  I interrupted with a polite 

‘Excuse me sir but is this the N15?’ or as close as I could get to that in my non-existent Portuguese; meeting 
with no intelligence I asked the next woman down the street, who referred me to the man behind her, who 
told me in eloquent sign language that it was not.  I returned to Michael, still slogging up the hill to this 
benighted village; we cursed the mapmakers of Michelin who cared naught for the needs of cyclists, and 
returned to the road crossing, resolving always to ask our friendly restaurateur for directions in future. 

The rest of the afternoon resolved into one gigantic uphill climb, rewarded with an equally gigantic roll 
down to Mirandela.  Unfortunately the road surface deteriorated on the downhill sweep and though I 
avoided one enormous pothole that Michael had banged through unscathed, I hit a smaller one that rang my 
bell, dented my front rim and burst my front tyre in two places simultaneously.  Luckily I was able to brake 
and stop safely; and we sat down to assess the damage, 
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The holes in the inner tube were reparable, so I stuck on two patches; then I hammered out the rim with 
Michael’s adjustable spanner, the heaviest bit of wieldable bulk we had.  By this time it was six pm, and still 
hot (the sky was cloudless all day).  We coasted on down to Mirandela with a good deal more caution. 

At Mirandela the Michelin guide pointed us to a residencial/hotel called the Jorge V.  We missed it as we 
approached, and a restaurant-owning woman was insistent that we eat in her establishment before she would 
give us directions to find it.  When we declined and  moved away she relented and told us it was back the 
way we’d come, and turn left.  Not finding it there we asked directions from a man pruning his hedge, and 
he put us right.  It turned out to be wonderfully welcoming to two tired and dirty tyre mechanics.  The 
reception girl had a little English, and gave us a room and a garage.  She also pointed us to a terrific 
restaurant where we had (after a rest and a shower) more vegetable soup, ginormous veal steaks with 
gorgeous potatoes and salad, fruit salad or dark chocolate mousse, good coffee and a jug of tinto.  It was all 
so wonderfully tasty!  Ah, the euphoric effects of exercise and alcohol! 

We sent and received messages, and I left a 
voice message for Arnold Allum, a friend 
of a bridge friend of Michael’s, whose 
house we should be passing in two or three 
days depending on the route we take. 

Tuesday 20
th
 September 

Cycling towards Vila Real we realised that 
the damage done by the pothole wasn’t 
confined to my front rim; the back rim also 
had a hop in it, and it got worse as we went 
along.  The rim had actually split, allowing 
an inch or so of metal to bulge away from 
the tyre; so no matter how loose I set my 
brakes, it still caught at every revolution.  
That settled our decision for tonight’s 
target: we would have to stay in Vila Real 
and look for a bike shop in the morning to get a new rim. 

We bought provisions at a brand-new Lidl supermarket in Mirandela, everything except tinned fish which 
we didn’t see on the shelves; we did get a large bottle of tomato passata (pulpo) and some superior wine 
which strangely we forgot to drink at our first stop; we corrected the oversight at our lunch proper, at a 
picnic place under some pine trees. 

Pine had started making its appearance among the forests we passed through; there were also plenty of olive 
trees, some laden with olives, some with hardly any.  There were fruit trees, mainly apples and figs, which 
apparently no-one was collecting; the windfalls were rotting on the ground.  Vines became increasingly 
dominant, some in house gardens and some in vineyards; the grapes were ripe-looking and again some were 
just rotting on the vine. 

As we approached Murça the general atmosphere became more affluent; we were now in serious wine 
country.  As we cycled through the town we passed a queue of tractors and trailers delivering containers full 
of grapes to the co-op; the farmers had faces of grim satisfaction.  As usual we were cheered through the 
streets; it’s raillery of a kind, but cheerful. 

The afternoon became another epic climb; not quite another Puerto de San Gloria but not far off it, we felt.  
It seemed impossible that a further rise could lurk around each corner, but indeed it did, until the sun began 
setting and at last the road began to descend.  We put on windcheaters, which pretty soon I had to 
supplement with a jumper, leaving the legs (in shorts) to enjoy some cold for a change.  The drop to Vila 
Real was as unbelievably long as the climb had been, though it naturally took a fraction of the time.  We 
were cheered to see our second set of aeolians, as the Scandinavians call windmills, ten of them on a hill 
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behind Vila Real.  By the time we were on the outskirts of the city it was dark, and we stopped to put our 
lights on. 

We followed signs to the centre until the traffic pressure became oppressive, when we ducked into a side 
street.  We found ourselves right beside the Cathedral and the Police Station, right in the centre as it turned 
out.  The first hotel sign we investigated drew a blank, but we got into a residencial just across the road from 
the cathedral (which is next door to the music school) and the lady of the house let us put our bikes in the 
restaurant.  We sent messages home and went out to look for dinner.  Wandering the streets it seemed that 
though we were in the centre it wasn’t a very happening part of the town.  Soon we found a restaurant with a 
buzz of activity and had a grand meal which revived our exhausted spirits. 

Wednesday 21
st
 September 

We breakfasted, loaded the bikes and paid up, then went to look for the bike shop.  The residencial lady 
pointed us to the São Pedro square; an old gent there 
pointed us to the square of the new church of 0ossa 
Senhora da Conceisão.  At this point our co-ordination 
began to go pear-shaped, as I got there well ahead of 
Michael and he missed the turn; I found no bike shop and 
was misdirected away.  I toured the square of the church 
twice more, looking out for the bike shop and for Michael 
but seeing neither.  I went back towards the centre of town, 
and asked in a hardware shop.  A man directed me back to 
0ossa Senhora, which I toured again but still I didn’t see 
the bike shop. 

I then got sense and went to the central Tourist Information 
office, where I saw Michael’s bike parked and himself 
having a cup of coffee in a nearby pavement café.  He said 
he had had no doubts that I would arrive there eventually. 
The Information office was where we should have gone in 
the first place: a chap with perfect English had shown 
Michael the bike shop on a map, and had even rung them 
up to ask if I had been there yet. 

We went back up to 0ossa Senhora da Conceisão and 
Michael promptly spotted the bike shop.  It was on an inner 
cobbled street, not the outer one I had been touring around.  

One of the places where I had asked for an oficina bicicleta was actually in view of the shop, but the shop 
assistant I asked hadn’t seen it. 

The guys there were very expert and helpful, but they didn’t have a wheel rim of my size with the same 
number of spokes.  Michael suggested that they sell him a new front wheel and transfer my hub to his front 
wheel rim, which had the necessary 36 spoke holes.  They said they couldn’t do that today.  I would have 
been happy to wait a day in Vila Real, but Michael said we would take his wheel with us and fit it ourselves.  
We paid them €25.00 for a new 48-spoke wheel, expertly fitted, with Michael’s indestructible front tyre 
transferred to it, and €2.50 for a spare tube for myself.  

We had a tasty lunch in the café Michael had waited at, and set out around 2pm to start the new climb 
towards Amarante.  We phoned Arnold Allum again, and got him this time; he recommended the hotel at 
São Gonçales, a little way down from the top of the ridge between Vila Real and Amarante; he gave us his 
mobile number, as he’s often out in his fields, and he said he’d drive into Amarante to meet us whenever we 
arrive. 

It was another cloudless windless day; we’d done six miles or so up and down the streets of Vila Real, and 
we set out in the afternoon sun to start the climb out of the gorge.  We bought cool water in a bar just outside 
the city and booted ahead, up a slope not so tough as yesterday’s but just as constant.  Seeing a hotel sign 
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beyond Campeã, about eight miles out of Vila Real, we decided to call it a day in order to have the time and 
energy for the wheelwrighting job.  The hotel was one of an American chain, Quality Inns, and our room 
was spacious and pleasant, with a red tiled floor.  The odd thing was that the radiators in both bedroom and 
bathroom were on.  I tried turning them off but they stayed hot whatever way I turned the knobs. 

Under the archway in the courtyard 
I turned my bike over and removed 
the back wheel; then very 
foresightfully we fixed the spokes 
at the points where they crossed, 
with Gafa tape, to keep the 
geometry stable.  For good measure 
we stuck a number tag on each 
spoke.  Then Michael removed the 
rim from his old front wheel, and 
the rim from my wheel.  This was 
not entirely straightforward as some 
of the spokes refused to unscrew.  I 
asked the helpful girls at the 
reception whether they had a vice 
grip (drawing illustrations as my 
Portuguese did not stretch to ‘vice 
grip’) and one of them helped me 
rummage through the tool shed.  

Finding no vice grips there they made a phone call and said help was on its way.  A waiter soon appeared 
offering both a vice grip and an adjustable spanner; the vice grip did the trick and eventually all the spokes 
were freed.  Then we measured up the two rims: no difference at all, apart from a taller edge on Michael’s, 
which meant more bearing surface for the brake pads.  So we re-assembled the wheel, getting to the loosely 
fitting stage by dinner time. 

Dinner was rather grand; this was the most expensive place we had stayed at yet in Portugal, and the food 
and wine were pretty special, with the exception that the beef was rather overdone.  We hadn’t been asked 
how we’d like it, and our experience at Mirandela had led us to expect it rare by default.  Never mind, it was 
well garlicked.  The waiter (provider of vice grips) was pleasant and had good English and said he had seen 
us cycling around Vila Real this morning!  Well we’re nothing if not conspicuous, I suppose. 

We had a Murça wine for old acquaintance sake, and a glass of port with our coffee; then we set to 
tightening up the spokes.  This went fairly well, but the vertical plane wasn’t perfect so we abandoned our 
hope of an 8.00am start on the road, and decided to finish the fitting in the morning. 

 

Thursday 22
nd
 September 

We got up at 7.15 and had our breakfast, then Michael started tuning up my spokes.  I was quite 
flabbergasted at the accuracy he achieved, both perfectly circular and perfectly orthogonal—axle at right 
angle to plane of rim.  There are so many ways for a wheel to go out of shape or alignment, by which stage 
the way to correctness is not at all obvious, that it is not a job to be taken on lightly by anyone without 
experience.  My brother is, in fact, a hell of an engineer.  Greatly cheered, we tightened the spokes to an 
acceptable pitch and put on the tube and tyre, adjusted the brakes and reconnected the gears.  We washed 
ourselves up a bit, paid the bill and added a percentage for the helpful waiter.  About 10.30 we got away and 
continued our climb to the famous pass of São Gonçalo.  The slope was well graded and mostly gentle and 
we tried to stay slow and steady but it was strenuous enough at times.  We were pleasantly surprised to find 
we reached the top pretty soon, and then began the most satisfying descent.  A little way down we found the 
Posada do São Gonçalo, which confirmed to us that there would be no more climbing; we rang Arnold 
Allum from there and estimated that we would be in Amarante in three hours, leaving ourselves an hour for 
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lunch.  He suggested that we go to his nearest town, Vila Mea, and phone him again from the railway 
station. 

We swooped down hill for a short 
time and stopped in a little clearing 
under pine trees for lunch.  I had 
bought some tins of fish and a 
bottle of wine and some sponge 
fingers (the nearest thing to bread I 
could get) in the first village we 
went through and it was as well that 
Michael had spotted the tiny 
‘mercado’ sign since we passed no 
other shops at all.  The mercado 
was in the garage below a private 
house, and as I went in the 
driveway the woman of the house 
came up from the garden and 
unlocked the door for me. 

Our lunch was most pleasant, not 
disturbed by any passing traffic at 
all.  Then back on the bikes and more thrilling descents followed one after another.  When the road levelled 
out and we thought we must be at the bottom, another drop appeared around the corner.  I said to Michael 
that this would be what they would film, to advertise cycling in Portugal.  The wind of our movement varied 
between cool and warm; climbing would have been hot; but it felt as though this descent was worth five 
days’ climbing. 

Arriving in Amarante we crossed a new bridge with a view of the old bridge, which had (we later learned) 
been held by the Portuguese against Napoleon.  We continued along the N15 and looked out for a place to 
buy Arnold a nice bottle, and we found a supermarket a little off the main road.  I went in and selected a 
Dow, vintage 1988, and we turned back to find the N15.  We must have taken a wrong turning because we 
found ourselves in tiny colourful cobbled streets, going in the right direction but not on the main road.  We 
asked directions from a chap who spoke French and he reassured us that all we needed to do was continue 
tout droit; and then I lost Michael.  The street went steeply uphill, so he walked, as he likes to do in towns 
generally, and I sped on. 

I stopped after a few hundred yards and 
photographed a vaguely Roman-looking ruin 
with simple Ionic columns over round arches.  
A notice set in the grass ahead of it said nothing 
visible about the date.  Some taxi drivers 
wandered over from their stand across the road, 
and one of them spoke French, so we discussed 
the building.  He thought it was a hundred years 
old, I thought it was much more, and we 
chatted a while watched by a few more taxi 
drivers and a chap who said nothing at all but 
did elaborate sign language: military salutes for 
the people who built the ruin, rolling arms for 
how long ago it was, finger and thumb followed 
by ‘stacks’ for how rich they were, and so on.  
The taxi drivers made fun of him but he 

obviously got on well with them. 
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After a while I told them I had to go back ‘chercher mon frère’ since I thought he should have reached the 
little square and should have spotted me if I hadn’t spotted him.  I went back to where we had asked 
directions but saw no sign of Michael; so assuming he must have slipped past me I continued past the ruin 
and on to the N15.  The road climbed steeply so I expected to overtake him soon; but I didn’t so I waited at a 
petrol station and checked my phone to see if anyone had tried calling me.  At length I continued up the 
road, not seeing any signs for Vila Mea but expecting it to be on the N15 from my earlier glance at the map.  
I continued up and up, thinking ever darker thoughts but determined to make contact with Arnold and then 
sort things out. 

It seems I then missed a left turn signposted to Vila Mea.  I phoned Arnold and said I was on the way, and 
had Michael contacted him?  He hadn’t.  Pressing on, I was surprised to see a yellow taxi, with a customer in 
the back, pull up right in front of me.  Preparing to make exasperated gestures (the road was busy, narrow 

and steep) I was amazed when the 
taxi driver got out, pointed at my 
bike and said ‘Vila Mea’, held up 
four fingers saying ‘kilometri’ and 
pointed back down the road and to 
the right.  I said ‘mi hermano?’ 
and made a sign for a longer bike, 
and he nodded vigorously.  I didn’t 
understand how this folk tale was 
occurring but I thanked him 
sincerely and turned back; he went 
on with his patient customer. 

I must have missed the turn again 
coming down, because I came 
more than four kilometres on to a 
roundabout quite near Amarante 
again.  There I asked directions for 
Vila Mea, and confirmed them 
several times along the way.  The 

road was only signposted as going to the IP4 but I was assured that another roundabout would take me away 
from that forbidden highway before I reached it; which was indeed so.  No signs to Vila Mea, but everyone I 
passed concurred that I was going the right way, so I booted on, up again but not so steeply this time.  
Eventually I saw a signpost for Vila Mea.  Hurrah! Official confirmation at last. 

At half past five I rang Arnold again; he said he would set out for the station straight away as it would take 
him fifteen minutes to get there.  The road got steeper and as I toiled up I saw Michael ahead, pushing.  He 
had seen the turn from the N15 that I had missed, and taken it; finding me not following he had plugged on.  
Here’s the fairytale part: a taxi driver had stopped him, talked to him in French and told him his brother was 
waiting for him down in Amarante.  Michael had decided not to go back but to continue on, trusting that I 
would find my way eventually.  Another chap had stopped his car to photograph him, and spoke to him in 
German, asking him to stop, go, wait, pose with his bike and so on, which Michael obligingly did.  A few 
miles later the same chap, who said he was called Joachim, seeing Michael pass again as he carried some 
water from a well, waved him down and invited him into his house to have a glass of rot Wein.  Michael said 
he’d have to leave his bike out for me to see should I pass, and he said well, you can look out for him from 
the garden.  In fact he gave him a litre of his own new wine, the vinho verde, with some snacks, and left him 
alone while he and his wife locked up and went off in their van.  He pressed a second litre onto Michael, to 
take away for tomorrow, and another litre for me.  Eventually Michael had gone on, confidently expecting I 
would make my way somehow to Vila Mea station.  So we met up again.  We still didn’t know how far we 
were from Vila Mea; in fact it wasn’t until half past six that I panted into the railway station; Arnold flashed 
his lights at me and said he’s only been there five minutes, but it must have been more like forty-five. 
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Michael came along a few minutes later and we unpacked the bikes and loaded Michael’s into the jeep.  It 
only just fitted, and I was sure mine wouldn’t fit in on top, so I cycled along behind and Arnold stopped 
every few hundred metres to let me catch up—it was a severe uphill road.  We reached their farmhouse (at 
the top of a hill, of course) and a set of electric gates let us in.  The farmhouse is an old granite building, a 
crofter’s cottage where the animals lived below the humans and provided central heating for the winter.  
Arnold has done it up with new windows and floors and ceilings, but kept the outside appearance as it was; 
plus a swimming pool.  We sat on a sofa and drank some Super Bock black beer (don’t touch the Sagres, he 
said) and tried to make intelligent conversation through our exhaustion.  We found that far from being a 
friend of Michael’s bridge-playing pal Adrian Meagher, Arnold had never met him!  We were in the very 
situation in X.J. Kennedy’s couplet: 

To Someone Who Insisted I Look Up Someone 

I rang them up while touring Timbuctoo, 
Those bosom chums to whom you’re known as ‘Who?’ 

It was Arnold’s sister Christine who knew 
Adrian.  But Arnold and his sister were not 
apparently in constant chattering contact; so our 
connection was tenuous in the extreme, and it 
was sheer kindness or sense of duty or simple 
importunity that made him offer to put us up for 
the night.  I told him he had had the misfortune 
to have his address given out, and that we were 
spam; but his sister Christine had at least 
warned him that we would be in touch, and had 
promised him we would bring a crate of 
Guinness.  We didn’t have that, but our coals to 
Newcastle (Port to Porto) was apparently well 
appreciated. 

Arnold and his Alaskan/Canadian partner Linda 
cooked up some sausages and eggs and beans and wonderful chips, which we had with a bottle of red wine; 
they gave us the run of the upstairs (they slept downstairs) and the use of the outside bathroom, by the pool.  
Michael slept on a pull-out sofa bed and I had a self-inflating mattress on the floor.  For the first and last 
time on this trip we used our own sheet-bags and pillowcases, and soon we were sleeping soundly. 

Friday 23
rd
 September 

We got up in leisurely fashion around eight, and cleared away our bedding so that no trace remained of our 
passing through.  The maid Alice arrived and made us repeated doses of coffee, while Arnold and Linda 
went down to try and achieve the mating of two of their champion rough collies—not successfully, as it 
turned out.  I did some writing up and Michael talked to 
our hosts when they came back; Linda was interested to 
hear that Michael had sailed round Alaska and visited 
Vancouver and Victoria, where she had been brought up.  I 
joined them when it seemed I had shunned human 
company for too long, and we talked about music for a 
while.  Arnold was a cello player and teacher and a music 
school director before he started specialising in rough 
collies; and he had conducted various orchestras including 
the National Youth Orchestra of Portugal.  He said that he 
had jumped from an aeroplane without a parachute once 
(held onto by someone who did have a parachute) but that 
nothing could compare to conducting a youth orchestra, 
for sheer adrenalin. 
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We offered them a lunch in the restaurant of their choice in Amarante, and after a few glasses of white wine 
we set off in Linda’s car.  The restaurant in question was in sight of the historic bridge, and a long-suffering 
waiter recommended and brought us a succession of lovely things, including some red vinho verde (green, 
meaning immature, wine) which fizzed and bubbled and purple-stained our mouths while obligingly 
winking at the brim of the traditional ceramic wine cups. After a pudding of fresh pineapple we had a taste 
of some (apparently illegal) grappa-like liqueur, served up in a bottle that cunningly disguised it as brandy. 

After lunch we wandered across the bridge and down an old street 
along the river.  On the way back we stopped in at the cathedral and 
saw, apart from the usual heavy gilt altarpiece with barley sugar pillars, 
a painting in the vestry of a saintly person tied to a pillar, that looked 
very interesting and fifteenth-centuryish; plus a lot of paintings of 
seventeenth-century donors and some eighteenth-century looking 
ceiling painting. 

After all this culture Arnold suggested a beer but we said we should be 
making tracks; so we drove back to the farm at the top of the hill 
(where they plan to plant ten acres of trees; a lot of trees were lost in 
recent forest fires).  We loaded up our bikes and said fond farewells, 
swapping web addresses and promising to keep in touch.  By five-
thirty we were off down the sandy track to the cobbled road that led to 
the tarred road (thankfully downhill) to the railway line where we 
followed the signs to Porto and got back on the good old N15.  We 
made for Peinfels, where Arnold had said there was a good posada; it 
was only fifteen kilometres or so, but once again up a hill; and we were 

glad to reach it by seven and check in to a quiet room (away from the road) and tackle a good dinner (veal, 
like the Mirandela one, large and rare and barbecued) with another bottle of green red wine. 

Saturday 24
th
 September 

Breakfast wasn’t available when we came down at eight, so we sat around until a girl came on duty and 
opened up the dining room for us.  She quickly brewed up excellent coffee and gave us bread and fruit and 
spam and cheese.  Michael baggsed the sole banana, I was happy with some excellent black grapes.  An 
African chap took our payment and watched with interest as we packed up the bikes and took off into the 
road to Porto. 

The N15 had by now become busy and narrow with 
insufficient hard shoulder.  After a brief consultation we 
turned off onto the N106 to approach Porto along the 
Douro.  This proved to be an inspired idea, as the road 
was not only much less busy but also the most scenic 
way possible, and was guaranteed to deliver us straight 
into the oldest part of the city. 

The morning was cloudy!  And we even had a few 
sprinklings of drizzle—our first since Cork.  There was a 
smell of smoke in the air, but although we passed a lot of 
burnt hillsides, the smoke was accounted for by the many 
bonfires we passed.  The grape harvest was in full swing 
and there was obviously a lot of scrub to burn up. 
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We reached the Douro in between two bridges, one Victorian-looking and the other much newer.  At the 
point where we joined the river there were stalls selling bread and homemade soft biscuits, so we bought 
some of each and started looking out, after noon had passed, for a place to have lunch/second breakfast.  The 
road followed the river, but still managed to take 
us uphill quite frequently; and we expected to find 
a good place at a part of the road that looked as 
though it climbed steeply: indicated by accordion 
pleats on the map.  I forged ahead and where I 
expected Michael would revert to walking, when it 
got steep, I took a moment to explore a side road 
signposted to ‘camping’.  It led further away from 
the main road than I expected and when I returned 
to the main road I had to guess whether Michael 
had passed me or not. I thought not, since I wasn’t 
that long off the road; so I gave him ten minutes to 
catch up, then set off to follow since he evidently 
wasn’t behind. 

This time he had me sussed.  He passed all right, but not 
seeing me ahead when the road straightened out he slowed 
down to let me catch up if I was behind, while still moving 
ahead to find me if I was still ahead.  My ten minutes’ 
grace was of course far too much, so when I did catch up 
he was stopped at a petrol station, having ascertained from 
some van driver that I was coming up behind.  No harm 
done; just more mild idiocy on my part. 

We found a nice place to have lunch down by the water, 
near the dam or weir across the Douro.  A large white 
pointy motor cruiser called ‘Brown Eyes Too’ or some 
such, registered in London, was docked by a floating 

pontoon.  Various speedy craft, one with ski-boards hung 
on the sides, passed by as we sat on a bench and had our 
bread and fish and the wine Joachim had given Michael: 
much tastier than the stuff we had had in either restaurant 
yesterday.  Another chap came and photographed us 
starting off again.  Such a bore, my dears. 

By 3.30 we were in Porto. We marvelled at the superb 
bridges, built to cross the steep banks of the river at height; 
it seemed from a dedication that one or two had been built 
by G. Eiffel—they were certainly in his style. 

We entered a tunnel and turned right at the exit, up a steep 
narrow back street to get up into the centre of town.  
Emerging into another steep but wider street we patronised 
a welcoming café for a glass of Super Bock stout, to 
celebrate our arrival.  Michael got into boating 
conversation with a chap at the next table; he was from 
Denmark, a healthy seventy-year-old planning to spend a 
year bringing his yacht up and down the Portuguese coast. 

We booked in at the first hotel we saw, which was a Grand 
Hotel of the twenties or thirties, but not expensive.  They 
let us stow our bikes at the foot of the stairs, hiding them behind a potted palm.  They gave us a quiet roomy 
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apartment on the top floor away from the noisy street, and took in our washing too.  We walked out to check 
details in the tourist information office, and to buy stamps and post Michael’s letter to Bobby.  Then we 
found a tiny supermarket where we bought some food for Sunday; we delivered it back to the hotel before 
setting out for dinner. 

We wandered downhill towards the quays, and stopped in a café for a beer along the way.  We had a pint of 
Bock’s, the blonde version, and watched Blackburn beating Manchester United.  Then we continued on 
down to have a peep into São Francisco, but they were just closing up at five past seven.  We looked across 
the river at all the bodegas, each wearing its label.  Sandemans’ was grossly bigger than the rest.  We ate in 
a little restaurant with a stiral sparecase, as we found ourselves calling it; some excellent fish called sea bass 
but subtly different from the kind we know. 

Sunday 25
th
 September 

Up at 7.30, breakfast at eight, cycling by nine.  
At last!  But Honor’s law (no matter what time 
you go to bed it’s always half past two) 
intervened and we had to do some more 
maintenance: my back tyre was rubbing, we 
had to turn the bike over and try to centre its 
placement, which it tried to resist.  A washer is 
missing, and has been as long as I remember, 
but somehow its absence is suddenly felt now 
for the first time.  We fixed it up, but it was 
striking ten as we moved along the waterfront 
to take the coast road south.  The Porto bells 
have a special way of striking the hour: first 
four mi-dohs to say the hour is up, then a large 
number of strokes at an accelerating pace, much 
more than the number of the hour, then some more.  Curious. 

The sea front appeared—the Atlantic at last!  After a while the locality became something like Bray, then 
like Brittas Bay, complete with sand dunes.  It looked like a good place to surf, and some people were doing 
just that.  Some of the way was cobbled, some tarred road, and some extra-smooth cycling surface, a 
dedicated track as wide as a decent road.  A lot of men were out cycling, mainly in team-type gear; they 
gave us loud and sometimes raucous cheers.  There were a few people of both sexes out on skates, but no 
tiny scooters.  We wondered had that particular craze never happened here, or was it already passé? 

We stopped for bananas and grapes at a roadside stall, and then pulled into a park to eat some.  The park was 
excellently set out with paths and grass, and many fountains playing in complex patterns; there was a good 
loo and a fenced court that served for tennis and basketball as well as (at the moment) football. 

We tried to stay by the sea but the roads became more residential and dead-ended, so we pounded along the 
busy main road for a while.  As we got further from Porto the traffic became less and the cyclists reduced to 
just a few.  Along one beach we saw a fisherman repairing an enormous net, and several stalls where 
fishwives sold sardines and other fish covered with what looked like ice at a passing glance—it could have 
been salt.  The fishwives gave us a good barracking.  Michael thought they were making ribald reference to 
my posture with my shorts-attired legs in the air; they might just have been saying ‘Oh! That’s lovely!’ 

At one o’clock we stopped at a small restaurant on a side street in Arada for lunch.  It sounded from outside 
as though there was loud pop music inside, but that was an illusion—it was nice and quiet, and slightly old-
fashioned.  We had some of the cod that Linda had recommended, baccalau, which came in an enormous 
chunk, battered, with chips and salad.  The whole thing, including olives and cheese to start, a bottle of their 
very nice own-brand red wine (madura, not green) and coffees, came to half nothing. 
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The afternoon cycle was uneventful enough. Michael said this is where he had wanted to get to: with a sight 
and smell of the sea, along the flat.  The behaviour of the motorists was more Irish (less considerate) than it 
had been up the mountains.  A girl in the Porto Information office had warned us that Portuguese drivers 
don’t show consideration for cyclists.  We felt at home with this, rather than threatened.  We stopped for 
drinks of water along the way as usual, once outside a tiny square chapel to St Anthony.  It contained a 
statue of the saint in Franciscan-looking robe, carrying a child sitting on his book; also two lit candles in 
glass lanterns, and many candles waiting their turn, and fifteen potted plants. There was a bench to sit on, 
and the whole place was obviously well cared for. 

Many motorists beeped cheerily 
(their waving hands showed it 
wasn’t testily) and several slowed 
down to photograph us.  One car 
stopped ahead of us to catch our 
approach on film, or I suppose 
digit, and then pursued us again for 
even more action shots.  Life in 
Portugal must be dull enough if 
that’s their excitement. 

We arrived in Aveiro and found an 
excellent Mercure hotel (mentioned 
in the Michelin Guide) which gave 
us a garage space for the bikes and 
a most comfortable room.  They 
didn’t do dinner but the guy 
recommended the Adamastor 
restaurant at the other end of the 
long main street, and we had a 
surprisingly good meal consisting 
of long thick rashers cooked lightly 
and served with rice and chips.  We 
finished off with a glass of port: 
Calem ten-year-old, superb. 

 

Monday 26
th
 September 

We really did get away early, 
despite having to tie up my back 
carrier; its last bolt had finally 
fallen out and it was held together 
(most effectively it must be said) by 
Gafa tape.  We stopped at the end 

of town and Michael checked in an information office for a way to get across a bridge that looked on the 
map as it was exclusively motorway.  He was told that for that section bikes are allowed on the IP5; so off 
we went.  As we approached the last bit of bridge, some miles along, a jeep coloured police-green beeped 
long and loud, and soon after a van with blue and white traffic police markings came up behind me in the 
hard shoulder, flashing his lights.  I stopped, a chap got out and said we shouldn’t be cycling there, I replied 
in English ‘We were told we were allowed to go on this part’ and he said (or gestured) ‘Grand so’ and drove 
on. 
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We followed the coast, on a narrow spit 
of sandy land between a row of sand 
dunes and a long inlet.  The towns we 
passed through were very much seaside 
off-season.  We bought postcards and 
gathered a group of the curious around 
us.  Michael was delighted to be on the 
flat, near water; we made good progress.  
Around one we had lunch in a forest 
south of Praia de Mira, on a road that 
was straight for miles and almost 
entirely empty of traffic.  We finished 
the last bottle of Joachim’s excellent 
green wine, and the last of the bread 
from the stall at the Douro.  Going on 
the bumps in the road seemed less severe 
after that; but it was such a bad surface 
that Michael took off his fairing, because the bumps made it boing noisily. 

I took a photograph of some champion potholes; our version of the Boss’s toast now goes “To hell with 
poverty, temperance, chastity, English cooking, Spanish driving, Swedish wiring, Portuguese potholes—and 
all other social evils”. 

At intervals the quality of the road 
changed, so it was quite cyclable at 
times. We passed a lookout in a tall 
lookout tower among the trees; 
possibly on fire duty. The trees 
were mostly evergreen, with 
scrubby bushes just holding their 
footing in the sand. 

At the end of the gigantically 
straight run the houses suddenly 
reappeared, and grass and soil.  We 
had one piece of excitement: a hill 
to climb just before Figueira da 
Foz, and quite a tall steep one too.  
The village at the top had a more 
independent, inland feel to it than 
the scavenging atmosphere of the 
seaside towns.  We stopped for 
Michael to put his fairing back on 

and whizzed down the first part of the last lap home; but we had to stop because the road was dug up for 
pipe-laying, and past the workmen the surface was extremely gritty and gravelly, threatening spectacular 
skids.  Very carefully we arrived down in Figueira da Foz and found our way to the Ibis hotel (also French, 
also in the Michelin guide—I wonder why?) where we got another comfortable room and a ground-floor 
boardroom for the bikes.  I went across the road to an internet café to top up my phone, and we sent 
messages home. 

We went to the nearest restaurant, just around the corner, and it turned out to be a terrific place, frequented 
by a few English speakers as well as locals.  A young waiter recommended a special wine, Quinta de Cabriz 
(Dão), and then gave us big glasses and decanted it through a mesh funnel that sprayed the wine artistically 
down the sides of the decanter.  Quite unnecessary, it was only three years old; still, it was a bit of theatre.  
The food was gorgeous: soup and a dish of bacon and cabbage with a difference.  We couldn’t manage a 
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pud, just coffees; and our waiter offered us a glass of port on the house afterwards.  A plate hanging on the 
wall bore the wise saying: O vinho / E o maior inimigo do homen / Más / Virar as costas ao inimigo / É 
cobardia. 

Our waiter translated it for us:  

Wine is the greatest enemy of man—but to turn our back on the enemy is cowardice! 

Tuesday 27
th
 September 

We got out early enough but had to consult the information office to find out how to cross the motorway 
bridge southwards.  The answer was that we could do it cycling carefully on the footpath.  The problem was 
to find the access road to the bridge; we did about four miles of back-and-forth before we managed to get 
on.  We stopped in the middle of the bridge and marvelled at the way it rocked up and down when a lorry 
crossed. 

On the other side it was not at all clearly marked, that is to say not marked at all, which way to take for the 
coast road we wanted to take.  There followed a day of frustrating searches, though we had some lovely 
empty roads, and some cool misty weather to start with.  The mist dispersed and we were back in the heat 
fairly soon; and we couldn’t always keep away from the main road which was busy and narrow.  We were 
brought up hill a bit, away from the coast.  The town of Outeira had nothing to remember it by except that 
on the way out there were two signs immediately after one another with the name crossed out to show you 
were leaving the town limits—twice, apparently.  A hum gradually formed in my mind, and eventually 
resolved into: 

Outeira, Outeira, you’re leaving Outeira 
We’re telling you twice so you’ll know; 
You won’t find another Outeira, Outeira 
Out here or wherever you go. 

As we got up into higher ground the 
vegetation became more forest-and-
farmish; down near the sea it was 
bamboo quite a lot of the way.  We 
bought wine and fish and juice in a 
small town where I made a fruitless 
walk back along the endless main 
street looking for a bread shop.  We 
pulled off the main road into a quiet 
forest for lunch, then we searched 
in vain for a road sign to show us a 
turn we expected.  After much trial 
and error and asking various people 
we found a road that did take us 
west, though there was no 
guarantee it was the right road; 
there were some signposts to places 
not on our map, and no signs for 
those that were.  The road was 

deserted and straight, but another surface from hell, so our progress was slow and bumpy. 

Suddenly after some hours of this  we came to a T-junction onto a beautifully smooth road, equally straight 
and quiet.  This brought us past several praias (beaches) and as soon as we saw a Hotel sign we called it a 
day, even though it was not four o’clock and we had only 36 miles clocked up.  The hotel was called the 
Ouro Verde (Green Gold), near Praia de Vieira, and was spick and span and solid and new.  We got a room 
on the back, with a balcony over which we could look down on our bikes in the parking lot.  I had a bath—
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such luxury—and was dozing off when Peter rang.  We told him we might be in Lisbon in two days, so 
maybe we’ll meet up sooner than originally planned which was to have been a week’s time. 

The hotel didn’t do dinners, and the reception chap said it didn’t matter whether we crossed the dunes to the 
left or the right to get into town, there were plenty of good restaurants.  We found a sandy path just opposite 
the hotel and found the town of Praia de Vieira much bigger than we expected, and all apparently built 
within the last two years.  On the sea front where the surf was rolling most attractively in the dusk we found 
very little signs of life, until there was a group of cafeterias one of which also held a restaurant.  We had 
some excellent dourada, translated on the menu as golden bream, and a bottle of Monte Velho: not as grand 
as the Quinta de Cabriz but still muito bom. 

Wednesday 28
th
 September 

We continued along the straight smooth pink cycle track, well separated from the road, all morning; after a 
while it became black, but it stayed smooth and the rises and falls were generally minimal  We could ride 
abreast and chat unperturbed; only one cyclist came up from behind wanting to pass. At São Pedro the cycle 
path stopped and spat us out onto the traditional square cobblestones that made Michael’s fairing go ‘buckle 
buckle’ but coming out of town the cycle track started up again.  There were some points of doubt where a 
road branched with no helpful signposts but we managed to guess the right road without much waste of 
effort. 

We stopped to look at the beach at Praia Velha, where there is a café; we went in and found nobody there 
but the waiter, reading a book, and three TVs on.  We had a beer followed by a coffee and a pastry, and I 
wrote postcards and Michael wrote a letter home. 

As we approached Nazaré we saw our first aeolians since the mountains over Vila Real; these were the 
newer type with long vanes reaching halfway down the stems.  They were turning quite swiftly for the small 
breeze; we hardly felt it as it was a following wind.  We also saw a lot of pine trees that were being bled for 
resin, some on three sides. 

At one we stopped at the gateway to a restaurant called Falca-something and decided to give it a try.  It 
specialised in fish, and the waiter recommended sea bass (robalo) so we had that, with a bottle of a Dão 
wine called Meia Encosta.  We looked up Meia in the Portuguese-German dictionary, and found it means 
Strumpfe, or Socke; Encosta means Abhang.  Could the wine really be called stocking suspender?  
Languages are such fun, aren’t they? 

The robalo was extremely big and wonderfully cooked.  We took our time, leaving after an hour and three 
quarters, and noticed that the other pair of customers who had been there before us were still there when we 
left.  Our most expensive meal this trip (the fish was priced by the kilo and we had 1.3 kilos), but 
memorable. 

After a while the cycle paths dried up but the roads weren’t too busy.  We stopped in São Nazaré to buy 
postcards and look down from the clifftop part of the town to the beach hundreds of feet below.  The day 
was still pleasantly misty, which kept us from getting too hot, and prevented dramatic photography.  A last 
push along the coast road brought us to Sao Martinho do Porto and I found a nice ***Residencial there: we 
were installed by five o’clock.  We decided not to find a restaurant but just to have a few beers and snacks, 
which we did in two bars; the second was showing football on a grand big screen and we tried to find the 
same game back on our room TV, but it was running an hour later (the pub must have had Sky Sports or 
some paying station) so we looked around and found two fascinating programmes: one on dolphins and one 
on motor rallying; after them we saw the end of one on John Lennon and the beginning of a British thriller 
about dirty tricks in politics and newspapers with Bill Nighy but it was too complicated to follow so we 
switched off for the night. 

Every single place we’ve stayed this trip has had en-suite bathroom and TV.  No hardships here. 

Thursday 29
th
 September 

We had comfortable beds in a room with lots of windows on two walls, and we slept well despite a beeper 
that went off every minute somewhere in the harbour mouth, all night through.  Breakfast was surprisingly 
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complete and varied: excellent fruit salad, warm boiled eggs, even hot scrambled eggs, as well as all the 
normal things.  We extracted our bikes from their safe place in a corner of the outdoor bar area and rode 
along the shore, which makes a perfect semicircle.  Soon we were putting on height, and the windcheater 
was welcome as the mist was quite thick and cold; we passed some famous views but saw nothing much 
through the mist. 

Gradually the mist dispersed and it 
became one of the hottest days yet.  
We found a large supermarket in 
Caldas da Rainha and bought the 
usual lunchy things, including a 
litre and a half of apple juice.  We 
then had a potentially frustrating 
time finding the way south without 
being sucked on to the motorway, 
but we managed it well or were 
lucky and got apparently directly to 
Obidos: a large fortified town, on a 
hill which we had to climb to get 
past it. 

After Obidos we looked out for a 
place to have lunch, but were going 
for an hour and a half before we 
found a scrap of shade on a quiet 
road most of the way up a steep 

valley to Reguengo Grande. 

The rest of the day was hilly, up to S. Bartolomeu das Galegos where we saw a yard with marble in every 
state from huge granite-like chunks to polished slabs in untidy stacks; down to Laurinhã where we chanced 
on an information office; up to the neighbouring town of Alataia and down to our resting-spot, Praia de 
Porto Dinheira.  A decent 36 miles considering the climbs and the heat, and the complications of finding 
ways that were unmarked as often as marked.  Getting out of Caldas particularly required some inspired 
guessing.  And had it not been for the information office at Laurinhã we might have come out of the wrong 
end of that town. 

One curiosity in Laurinhã was a 
delicatessen or mini-market called 
ΓACTPOHOM; the first letter 
wasn’t missing a cross stroke that 
would have made it a t or an f, 
since it was repeated on a second 
sign lower down.  It was of course 
Gastronom in Russian, but by the 
time I had realised that, we were 
past it and it was too late for further 
research. 

The town of Porto Dinheiro had not 
only a swooping descent to the 
shore, but also our first working 
old-fashioned windmill.  The 
residencial was over the bar, but 
you had to ring the doorbell next 
door.  The bar girl fortunately came 
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with me as it required several rings and the turning of the key that stood in the door and a shout up the stairs 
to get the management, who looked like mother and daughter.  They showed me a good room, and said it 
was payable in advance—no passports, no paperwork.  We settled in, watched a couple of fishermen on the 
sandy beach, and went down for a beer and then a meal in the restaurant a few steps away. 

We were the only customers in the restaurant, though there were a few in the bar. The owner, who is running 
for the local elections, recommended polves so we had that and it turned out to be a large slice across a white 
fish bigger than salmon, and very good.  While we ate the night came on but the fisherman persisted until it 
was totally dark, then packed up and zoomed off on a quad bike with his rods over his shoulder.  We went to 
bed with the sound of the surf coming through our balcony door. 

Friday 30
th
 September 

Breakfast was not served till nine, 
and it was coffee, bread and jam.  
We stoked up well on that and set 
off up the hill to the south.  The 
mist persisted all day, but it was 
very hot from very early on.  We 
both walked up the first few hills, 
not to be taking on a strain first 
thing, 

It was, like yesterday, a series of 
hilltop towns.  As we got nearer to 
Lisbon the general level of wealth 
gradually rose; we saw a few well-
kept horses, just as we had seen a 
few near Porto.  There was still 
plenty of decay and disuse to be 
seen in fields and buildings; and a 
lot of the growth by the side of the 
road was rough bamboo-like grass. 

The road signing improved slightly too, though there were still places where we had to make guesses.  We 
made our way accurately by the coast road to Ericeira where we watched about twenty surfers from a 
lookout point high up on a cliff, called Ribiero d’Ilhas. 

In Carvoeira we find a bright little supermarket where we bought possibly our last biking provisions, 
including two bottles of Sagres stout.  We had our lunch right beside the road even though it was fairly busy, 
as it presented no handy side exits.  We sat on a dry earth bank under the shade of some thin trees halfway 
up a hill coming out of a town with road-works traffic lights in operation, so the traffic on each side only 
came in bursts. 

All day we followed the N247 and fairly soon in the afternoon we saw our first sign for our final cycling 
destination: Cascais, via Sintra.  We stopped around four o’clock for a wonderfully refreshing beer in a tiny 
town unnamed on the map.  Coming out of there we chatted with two Portuguese cyclists, possibly father 
and son, who warned us that it was a climb to Sintra; in fact it turned out that Sintra was the very castle we 
had seen outlined on the skyline of the hill in front of us.  At five or so we came to Sintra and considered 
staying the night there instead of pressing on to Cascais; the Michelin guide recommended the Hotel Tivoli 
and there we made our stop, right beside the extraordinary pink ‘National Palace’ with its conical chimneys 
and Moorish windows.  We were given a grand suite of rooms on the second floor; I spent some time 
finding my way back to the reception in order to park the bikes, not having noticed that, being on a steep 
hill, we had gone down in the lift to reach the second floor; reception was on the fourth. 

After showering and spreading ourselves out, we went out to find dinner, and wandered up a side street into 
a trendy restaurant with strangely repulsive shiny globulous stuff decorating the ceiling, as though we were 
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in the belly of some monster.  The food was good; I noticed chicken in beer on the menu and realised that 
we hadn’t had chicken yet on this trip.  We finished up with a very nice glass of Porto and came back to our 
large impressive beds. 

Saturday 1
st
 October 

Our plan had been to get away to 
Cascais straight away but I had got 
a message from Sam saying he had 
heard from Jenny that we were in 
Sintra, and that we must visit the 
Moorish castle, the one on the hill 
top, not the pink Christian one.  I 
had replied that we weren’t taking 
our bikes up there, but he insisted 
that we walk up to it, so we revised 
our plans. 

Accordingly, after a leisurely 
breakfast (a most comprehensive 
spread) we left the hotel just after 
ten to walk up the hill.  The first 
part was through steep streets, some 
of them consisting of steps, and 
then through a gateway in a wall the 
path became a stone-paved way, 
sometimes also in steps, and 
sometimes quite broken up.  The 
atmosphere was definitely Lord of 
the Rings; there were some hanging 
boulders that looked trollish and 
some narrows that might have 
hidden a Shelob.  At the top we 
came to the castle gate and a man 
said we needed tickets; we could 
buy them five minutes’ walk away, 
at the other entrance.  Michael told 
him that was extremely stupid, and 

was all for giving up, but I ran back to the other gate, fortunately meeting some 
English speakers to guide me at a dubious junction, there being no helpful signs 
up.  I found the ticket office, bought a ticket for an adult and one for a senior, and 
told the ticket selling lady that the system was mad––‘bad?’—no, insane. 

But it certainly was worth it.  As Sam had said, it was a perfect castle of the 
imagination; the roofed parts were ruined, that is, unroofed, but all the steps, 
towers, ramparts and catwalks were intact, and they added up to something that 
must have been impenetrable.  How was it ever taken at all?  Why aren’t the 
Moors still there? 
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The Moorish stronghold of Sintra. Watch out for orcs. 
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I took a good lot of photographs 
there, as it was so dramatic in itself 
and commanded such a range of 
startling views.  One startling view 
was a group of red-clad people in 
the town square below: could they 
be a choir?  We heard the sound of 
applause wafting up, but no music.  
When we got back down we found 
they were a group of Avon 
devotees holding a rally. 

We were careful to leave at eleven 
to give ourselves time to get back 
and check out from the hotel by 
midday, which we managed very 
comfortably.  We loaded up our 
bikes outside the garage door and 
Michael pushed on up to the square  

 

expecting me to follow.  But in putting my phone away I noticed that Aoife had sent me a message, so I sent 
off a quick reply to that, stowed my phone, and pushed up—as it turned out—a different way up to the 
square.  Not seeing Michael there I moved on cautiously.  Passing the spring at the side of the road that we 
had noticed coming in, I stopped to fill my litre-and-a-half bottle.  A couple were waiting ahead of me with a 
pair of gallon bottles, but they waved me ahead after the previous man was finished, earning a sincere muito 
obrigado.  Michael still hadn’t gone past so I assumed he was ahead of me, and I booted on to the station, 
where I knew the Cascais road turned left.  No Michael there, so I continued on, simply following road signs 
to Cascais and assuming that Michael would look for me at the central information office in Cascais. 
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That is exactly how it turned out.  I got there a quarter of an hour before him, asked directions and got good 
ones but overshot the last turn, got to the sea and spotted an Irish bar, asked there and installed myself at a 
café in sight of the information office, and of my bike which I positioned so as to be visible from the road.  I 
had just finished an espresso when I saw Michael approach; he stopped to consult a map but I called out to 
him and we stayed in the café for lunch. 

Michael had been behind me, having waited a few minutes in the square.  He had also filled his water bottle 
at the spring, and had the same courtesy shown him by another couple waiting with gallon (five-litre) 
bottles.  We had seen a crowd of  people at another similar spring on the way up to the castle, with carloads 
of gallons to fill; we surmised that Saturday morning is the traditional time to stock up with drinking water. 

Michael had seen an old man gawking at his bike a little further on, and had asked him in signs had he seen 
another like it?  The man had nodded, doing signals for pedals-up-front, and so Michael knew that I was 
ahead and guessed correctly what I would do. 

The forty-minute ride down from Sintra to Cascais was a joy; after an initial climb out of Sintra it was fairly 
consistently downhill all the way.  The day was hot, but that is no bother when you can keep up enough 
speed to experience your rush through the air as a cooling wind.  We came close to a motorway, in fact we 
had to cross over it, but there was always a white Cascais sign to reassure us that we had an escape route and 
wouldn’t be sucked in.  We passed a motor stadium where there were motorbike races going on; after that 
point the traffic became less solid.  An English couple at the castle had told us they had seen us on our bikes 
and thought we looked vulnerable; I suppose we did, and must have appeared foolhardy to be out in heavy 
traffic on fast roads with little or no hard shoulders, but we felt perfectly at home, having grown up in such 
cycling conditions.  We weren’t the only cyclists on the roads around here, but there weren’t a lot, and 
certainly no children were seen on bikes outside the quieter city streets. 

The lunch in Cascais was glorious; the restaurant was Italian as it happened, and I had an enormous plate of 
pasta.  We celebrated our arrival at our cycling destination by having a second bottle of the house red, a 
Sangiovese from Puglia.  We chatted affably with an English couple from near Glastonbury, over here for a 
retirement bunfight.  When we were finished we only had half a street to walk, as Michael had located a 
residencial right between the information office and the railway station. 

Talking about the programme we had seen, with David Attenborough and the dolphins, we surmised that a 
sufficient reason for dolphins to engage in play would be to help them predict each other’s behaviour; they 
showed wonderful examples of co-operative solutions dolphins invent to deal with different conditions, such 
as chasing a shoal of fish on to a shore, then leaping out of the water together, gobbling fish and landing side 
by side on the shore—all on their left sides, for neatness and efficiency.  Captive dolphins in a tank had 
learnt to respond to hand symbols meaning things like ‘roll over to the left’ or ‘do what I do’ or ‘make up a 
move of your own’.  Two dolphins could be told to do the same or different things.  The most amazing part 
was when they were told to make up a move in parallel.  One imitated the other’s improvisation so closely 
that you could hardly tell which was leading and which was following.  Stunning.  

The hotel or rather Albergaria Valbom took us in for two nights and garaged our bikes.  We sent a message 
to Peter and reported home, then had a rest. 

In the late afternoon we got a train to Lisbon to have a look around.  It is much more solid than Dublin; 
although smaller, it once was the capital of an empire, with the grandeur to suit, like Copenhagen.  Most of 
the old city centre buildings are five or six storeys high, though the streets are spacious so that there isn’t an 
oppressive feeling to them.  We found an information office along the way and bought some decorative 
magnets and asked what was on in town.  They gave us a leaflet for a series of concerts of the Beethoven 
symphonies: there was one starting at nine, so we aimed for that. 

In the meantime we walked up the central walking street with its fashionable shops, and turned into the 
Praça da Figueiras to have a beer while watching some teenaged or twenty-something skateboarders going 
round and round the equestrian statue, polishing their one trick each, with endless repetitions. 

About eight we had a meal in a basement restaurant and at ten to nine we bought our tickets at the National 
Theatre and sat down for the concert. The theatre is gorgeous, five rows of boxes over an oval parterre, set 
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out so that no seats are under a balcony.  The orchestra were already almost all on stage, and the leader 
slipped on among the rest, avoiding special applause. 

 

The conductor, with an Italian name, was one who didn’t much enter into the business of directing; it was 
hard to tell whether the performance would have gone better or worse without him.  He did get a little 
animated for the last two movements of the last (seventh) symphony, which he took at a decent lick, having 
done the scherzo of the eighth at a respectful plod. 

The orchestra had something of the feel of our own RTÉ symphony orchestra of thirty years ago: plenty of 
talent but apparently demoralised, as though by some power struggle they had no hope of resolving.  The 
leader was good, and led well, and the string sound was nice, with no passengers, well, maybe one.  The 
wind were well-knit, and if they rushed some rests it was probably to arrive at the next beat at the same time 
as the conductor.  It was all good crack; the bass section was excellent. 
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We took the train home as soon as the concert finished at ten-thirty.  We were entertained by the friendly 
banter of a boy and girl on the train, twenty-somethings who were obviously delighted to be in each other’s 
company, though not seriously committed.  Quite exhausted, we were glad to get back to our hotel and crash 
out. 

Sunday 2
nd
 October 

We got up at about eight and had a 
leisurely breakfast.  The hotel was 
quite full, mostly of ladies and 
young couples.  We got a train into 
town and got off a few stops before 
the terminus to go to the national 
museum, in effect the art gallery.  
This required tickets, though the 
tickets were free.  We only 
managed to cover the first floor, 
but that contained an increasingly 
interesting display, culminating in 
a Bosch triptych and an amazing 
portrait of St Jerome by Dürer, 
along with gorgeous things by 
Murillo, Velasquez, van Dyck, 
Cranach, and Joshua Reynolds. 

Feeling fairly whacked by walking 
around that collection, on top of 
the cumulative tiredness of the trip 
which seemed to come over us 
once we stopped cycling, we 
stumbled in towards the centre of 
town.  I had brought my camera 
this time, so we went to the places 
we had been the night before 
without it.  We gave up walking 
and hailed a cab, to bring us to the 
Praça da Figueras.  I took a 
photograph of the equestrian 
statue, and in doing so managed to 

drop the camera, so that the battery cover broke.  I could still take photographs, but only by holding the 
whole thing fiercely together with first finger and thumb, and clicking the shutter with another finger.  An 
alarming moment; had I lost all the pictures I had taken so far? 

We went to a restaurant across the square for lunch which was greatly restoring, though the chat was sombre 
enough.  Passing by the equestrian statue again we noted the name and date: Dom João 1571.  It struck us 
that this must be Don John of Austria, who fought the battle of Lepanto, celebrated in Chesterton’s poem 
that had been so clearly inspirational to Tolkien.  Aha!  This was in fact Geronimo! as he is known in 
Portugal. 

We wandered up the main street, up to where it becomes a boulevard with trees on either side of a dual 
carriageway.  Lisbon is terrifically spacious.  We came across a cable-car at the foot of a steep little side 
street and had a look inside.  Two German girls wondered was it going, we couldn’t tell, but a Portuguese 
couple said yes, in a few minutes.  Soon the driver appeared and sold us tickets; it just went up that one short 
street, meeting its match coming down.  The mechanism was patented in 1904 by the General Electric 
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Company.  I took pictures of the German girls on their cameras but alas they couldn’t do the same for us 
with my busted camera.  Here end the photos of our trip, since I feared triggering a total deletion. 

At the top we went into a little park and looked out over Lisbon. After a rest we went on to the square of the 
patriotic martyrs and had a coffee and a fizzy water under a café umbrella.  By now the day was seriously 
hot and we edged along in the shade back to the railway station for the forty-minute ride back to Cascais, 
dozing off at intervals.  Back in the hotel we rested weary limbs and then set out to find dinner.  Eschewing 
the noisy eateries we gave in to the publicity of a keen waiter and sat outside at a restaurant beside my first 
Italian one.  We had freshly grilled crispy sardines, almost as big as small mackerel, just the job.  We 
finished up with coffee and port, and because the conversation was flowing well we had a second glass of 
port before progressing grandly back to our hotel. 

Monday 3
rd
 October 

We were up earlier, and were the only ones for breakfast, which had been crowded the day before.  Our 
laundry was delivered to our room, beautifully pressed and folded.  I asked about an internet café as my 
phone needed yet more credit, and when it opened at 9.30 I logged on, topped up, and did some h2g2 
business (my online club, www.bbc.co.uk/h2g2 where I am known as Recumbentman) while Michael sat in 
the sun and watched the harbour.  A solar eclipse was under way; we saw the reflection in a shop window of 
a slice of sun looking like a smiley mouth.  Sitting beside Michael on the seaside bench was a Norwegian 
woman who had a pair of sun-observing glasses which she kindly shared, and we could look directly at it 
through those.  We then went looking for some Quinta de Cabriz wine and found it in a supermarket; I 
bought a case and we carried it back to the hotel where we put it with the rest of our luggage, having 
checked out at 9.30.  After that successful venture we wandered around the walking streets looking vaguely 
for presents; I got a perfect conch shell for Jenny and was looking at toys for boys when the phone call we 
were expecting from Peter came.  He was just around the corner, in front of none other than O’Neill’s Irish 
Bar, which despite its modesty seems to be an outstanding feature of the centre of Cascais.  We went to the 
restaurant that had been too noisy last night, but which turned out to be extremely civilized today, and we 
had a very classy fishy lunch.  Michael stayed on the water in order to drive, and when we were done we 
drove to the hotel garage and dismantled the bikes and loaded them onto the rack we had assembled on the 
back of Peter’s car. 

Shortly before three we left Cascais and took the motorway out over Lisbon on the high bridge southwards, 
then eastwards towards Spain.  The land was parched all the way, with grassy meadows looking like bare 
earth.  A few animals did their best to find grass to eat: grey pigs, cattle and sheep. 

We crossed the border into Spain near Badajoz, and booked a pair of rooms in an excellent AC hotel there.  
After a civilising shower we had a quiet meal in their restaurant and got away for an early night. 

Tuesday 4
th
 October 

We got onto the motorway at nine or so and reached Salamanca in time for lunch.  I volunteered to drive 
after lunch so I had water with an excellent plate of duck and an outstanding pud at the Michelin-starred 
Restaurante Victor Gutierrez.  I walked the length of the Via Grande to post an urgent letter to Jenny—
urgent to make it arrive home before I do (it didn’t).  Salamanca is an attractive town, and has an elegant 
cathedral—but it will have to wait another while for a longer visit. 

I drove the last part of the way to Palencia, just north of Valladolid.  We booked into the Rey Sancho hotel 
before six.  They had no garage but we felt all right about leaving the car down in the yard beside the hotel; 
the bikes are not after all particularly saleable, especially with Michael’s one partially dismantled.  After a 
while, perhaps when we came down for dinner, the reception man suggested that we put the car in the 
driveway of the hotel, just outside his window; he had put flower pots there to keep a place for us, 
thoughtful man. 

Wednesday 5
th
 October 

We decided not to go all the way to Santander as we couldn’t find a hotel with a garage in the Guide, so we 
stopped in Reinosa, just forty miles short.  As we approached the land became greener, mostly planted 
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forestry but very welcome to see. Reinosa is in the mountains, there is a ski resort quite close; and for the 
first time we needed to keep warm clothes on when we got out of the car around noon. 

Peter and I walked the length of the main street, down to the river and up again on the other side, and found 
the Villa Rosa hotel recommended in the guide.  It was a lovely small old-fashioned place with good 
paintings and prints on the walls, and we parked on the laneway opposite the front door, accepting the 
owner/manager’s assurance that the road is safe. 

We found a restaurant advertised on a card in the hotel, back at the central bridge, and sat down in the bar to 
wait for the restaurant upstairs to open at one-thirty.  We  whiled away the hour over a couple of Tio Pepes, 
and a Jameson for Michael.  We talked about our Australian Waterhouse relations, and toasted Mary for 
standing up to the Chinese government and apparently gaining their respect in doing it. 

Lunch was good and the value excellent.  On the way back we did some window shopping, Michael in 
particular drooling over some lovely items in a tool shop, such as a tiny neat bandsaw, a hook that could lift 
a catamaran, a four-foot-long adjustable spanner, and other irresistible toys.  Peter said we should bring a 5-
km range walkie-talkie on our next trip, that they were now of useful quality; and lo, we saw one in the 
window of the next electrical shop just along the street. 

We came back and let ourselves into the hotel for a siesta, and Michael read the Robert Kennedy Jr book 
Crimes Against 0ature that Peter had lent him, cataloguing the ecological disasters of the Bush 
administration.  At 6.30 I went out to walk up and down the town looking for presents.  I just got some 
witches on thimbles for the members of The Craft Coven as I call them––Anne, Lucy and Aoife; and a box 
of markers that double as spray paints, for Oscar. 

Shortly after eight we set out in search of dinner. Reading the menu outside a bar we went in, and found we 
were the only customers in the dining room; Michael had a good pork steak (advertised as a solomillo) and 
Peter and I had something undistinguished that we couldn’t entirely identify. 

Thursday 6
th
 October 

Peter drove us the last 40 miles to Santander.  Once again we were impressed with the design and quality of 
the motorways, and the efficient way they were building the parts to complete the motorway connection.  
Some mighty cutting-out and bridge construction were under way, all seeming to move in parallel towards a 
co-ordinated opening date. 

We reached Santander and parked near the ferry port to reassemble our bikes, which we achieved by shortly 
after noon.  Peter took the last photos of us on our bikes and we said our goodbyes; he headed off towards 
Pau and we went back to check the departure time of our ferry.  We had our last Spanish meal at the side of 
the road just opposite the entrance to the Brittany Ferries, and it was one of the good ones: real solomillos, 
mine perfectly rare, with chips and cooked peppers and salad.  A local wine bearing a note that it contained 
sulfitos—Michael explained that this (sodium sulphide) was used to speed up the precipitation of the bits in 
new wine.  Tasted good anyway, though the price was a bit Irish.  A coffee, and we were ready for checking 
in. 

We filtered to the front of the check-in queue, to the amusement of some English motorbikers.  We chatted 
with a Dubliner who had motorbiked from Nice to Lisbon, and after we had boarded and put our stuff in the 
cabin we sat on the sunny deck and chatted with a cyclist from Liverpool who had come across the Pyrenees 
the long way, east to west. 

At 3.40—2.40 English time, which is the ship’s time—we sailed, and we watched the city of Santander with 
its frisky sailing boats and catamarans recede as we downed a couple of pints on the port deck.  When there 
was no more land to be seen we went down to the main bar to watch the bingo and hear the trad jazz band, 
which was pretty good: trumpet, clarinet, trombone, banjo, bass and drums.  Bob from Bristol, the 
trombonist in the band, won the bingo twice after they had finished their set.  We in our cynical way started 
wondering how you would go about setting up a scam to achieve this surprising luck.  My first thought was 
that the computer that produces the ‘random’ numbers could work from predetermined lists, and the caller 
could hand a winning card to whomever he likes.  After sleeping on it, Michael pointed out that this degree 
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of preparation is unnecessary, since after sixty or so numbers are called (for a card of fifteen numbers) the 
accomplice can call “Bingo” and hand in any old card; the caller then goes through a list of good numbers, 
calling them out and pretending to check that they are all right. 

Friday 7
th
 October 

We arrived in Plymouth a little late, as there had been a delay an hour after sailing, while a passenger who 
had been taken ill was lifted off by helicopter.  A biker who had watched told us that the helicopter hadn’t 
landed, but hovered while the patient was winched up in a stretcher, followed by his luggage, and then 
another person, possibly the ship’s doctor.  The ship had slowed down to a few knots to ease the manoeuvre.  
We had made good speed after that and were on schedule to sail again on time; which meant that there was 
no time for fish and chips, just enough to trundle off the ship, cycle round the wire fence and join the queue 
to board again.  We were approached by a motorist as we waited to board: he said he really must try a 
recumbent some day.  He had done a bit of racing in his younger days, and was now retired, and going to 
Brittany with his wife and two bikes as a break from decorating their new home in Wales. 

We met him and his wife again once we were on board, and we sat down to have a pint together.  In the way 
of small worlds his daughter-in-law is from Dublin, and had studied in the genetics school in TCD like Jane, 
only later.  We swapped email addresses; it’s possible they may know of each other as both went on to do 
doctorates in genetics. 

We moved around to have lunch and coffee and to avoid some intrusive music, and we chatted all the way to 
Roscoff, where we arrived bang on time, giving us time to find a restaurant for an onshore dinner.  We 
looked at two which were both ready to open in half an hour’s time; we stayed with the first which turned 
out to be a family business, unfussy but very creative.  We both had guinea fowl, a minor revelation, and 
emerged feeling we hadn’t wasted the French moment of our trip.  And so back on board: where who should 
we meet getting into a cabin near ours but Ivan and Mary Pawle, returning from a trip to buy organic wine 
for their shop in Kenmare.  Ivan’s Strangely Strange song for Mary— 

Jove was at home when Mary Mac 
Saw the light for the very first time 
And I could have sworn that Hermes brought the news 
To the house that is mine 

—went through my head for the rest of the evening. 

Saturday 8
th
 October 

We got up at half past seven and had a light breakfast; soon we were entering Cork harbour and more sailing 
boats were flitting around the ferry.  The sun shone brightly on the colourful houses of Cobh, and on the 
dark intense green of the trees and fields.  I texted ‘land ho!’ to Anne, Jenny and Bertie; we cleared out our 
cabin, untied our bikes, loaded up and were ushered off ahead of the crowd: we were on the road by the 
official docking time, 10.30. 

At the gates of Fota we stopped to photograph very carefully the gatepost bearing the motto of our trip.  A 
shivery moment ensued when my camera, held together by forceful finger and thumb, had a crisis of power 
supply and suddenly displayed the ice pick logo on its  read-out: the dreaded ‘erase and format’ symbol, 
meaning all pictures wiped. I gripped the batteries tightly in place and looked at the read-out again: but the 
number of photos remaining was the right number, so all was well, as I confirmed on arriving home.  No 
more attempts at photos, though. 

We took the ferry across the Lee again, this time talking to an English-sounding cyclist who has been living 
here for twenty years, and works as a postman.  He had been on the Pont Aven as well, back from a cycling 
trip the whole length of the Pyrenees, in fact from Nice to Santander.  He carried all his goods in two neat 
panniers; an organised cyclist.  Actually we were doing pretty well, with our twelve bottles of wine secreted 
about our side panniers and no extra bags fluttering about at all; the absence of food was a great 
improvement to our neat appearance. 
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Before one we were in Midleton, where we stopped at a pub for lunch.  Home in Ireland again—three kinds 
of potatoes.  A pint of Murphy’s went down mighty well with it.  We stopped also in Cloyne at my request, 
as I wanted to pay my respects to the statue of Berkeley in the cathedral.  I noted the sculptor’s name: A 
Bruce-Joy, a disciple of the great Foley who made the statues of Burke and Goldsmith in front of TCD.  
Bruce-Joy has pieces in Westminster Abbey and the House of Commons, as well as St Patrick’s Cathedral, 
Dublin, and various British cities.  His Berkeley tomb is an excellent piece of carving, getting the feel of the 
linen sleeves wonderfully well.  I had forgotten the miniature lion that Berkeley’s feet rest on, like a pet dog; 
apparently this is standard for the tomb of a bishop.  An older American or Canadian couple were there so I 
gave them the short version of the Berkeley lecture.  They seemed pleased with that. 

An attempt to gain access to the round tower was not successful.  Apparently it has been closed for five 
years now, as the timber landings are unsafe.  I had been up there at the time of the second Berkeley 
weekend at Barnabrow House in 1999, and had put Berkeley’s point of view to a captive audience of 
Midleton’s famous daughter, Maureen Gaffney. 

At about two o’clock we moved on and Michael found a back way to Shanagarry, avoiding the main road 
which is busy enough and has hedges and banks down to the tar, giving no wiggle room to cyclists.  The 
brambles were festooned with blackberries, strong and sweet.  A doubtful turn had us asking the way; a 
farmer asked which part of Shanagarry we wanted to get to, but rather than declare our hand Michael just 
said ‘the village’ and we were directed a way that brought us back to the main road, but only for the last few 
hundred yards.  No doubt the farmer knew quite well that we were looking for Lana. 

Just after we arrived the rain came down, pretty heavily. Lana and Bertie gave us tea and wonderful 
homemade cakes and buns, and we looked at their map to show them where we had been.  If only we had 
had a map like that—it showed all the hidden mountains and ridges that we had blundered blindly into!  
Note: next time, be sure to get a contour map. 

The rain let up enough for us to assemble the bike rack on Michael’s car, load up the bikes and remove the 
wheels from his stretch limobike to reduce our width.  We managed it much more neatly this time, it 
seemed.  Around 16.30 we set off for Dublin by way of Waterford, and had no delays despite dire warnings 
at Kilmeaden.  We didn’t even have to stop in Gorey, the last big bottleneck left on the N11. 

Shortly after nine, we pulled into Glentanar again, for a gorgeous dinner with Bobby, Jenny and Aoife. 


